CH 216 Classroom Technology Directions

LCD Projector
Turn the LCD projector on and off with the Hitachi remote control by pressing the red button. To change the LCD projector input, press the video button on the remote control. Do not press other input buttons on remote control. FYI, it will take several minutes for the projector to warm up, and by default the host PC will display on projection screen.

Projection Screen
The switch to control the projection screen is to your right on the wall.

Host Computer & Laptop
The host computer will display on projection screen after you have turned the LCD projector on. A long range wireless keyboard and mouse is in the cabinet drawer for you to use in the classroom with the host computer. Please use your BlazerID & password to login to the host computer.
To use your laptop independent of the host computer, attach VGA & audio cable to laptop and power it on. If your laptop’s output is not displaying on screen, then toggle the system. **Note:** To toggle your laptop’s output press the FN & F8 keys if it is a Dell system.

Selecting Media for Your Presentation
If you are planning on using the Sony VHS/DVD player, change projector input to video with the projector remote control. The host computer and laptop are always on input A.
If you are planning to use a flash drive on the host computer, insert it into cable to the left of computer monitor.

**Please turn off the LCD projector after your class is completed and return keyboard, mouse, and remote control to cabinet drawer. Please leave host computer on at all times, and do not unplug any cables connected to the host computer.**

If you have difficulties with the technology in the classroom, please contact Psychology IT Support at pyit@uab.edu or 934-9969.

Note: This technology classroom enhancement was brought to you by the Department of Psychology.